TC Meeting
Thurs Dec 03, 2009
	Roll call. Attendee list:  
	Alvin Black CA
	Paul Lipton CA
	Jeffrey Vaught CA
	Stavros Isaiadis Fujitsu
	Vivian Li Fujitsu
	Yasuhide Matsumoto Fujitsu
	David Snelling Fujitsu


	Voted on minutes from last meeting. No objections or abstentions.
	Paul’s brief overview of DMTF cloud incubator

Paul: purpose is to provide recommendations for standards (from relevant SDOs) to be used in cloud computing. Built around the concepts of storage, network, and compute resources (focusing on IaaS management). Have adopted NITS terminology. Currently on a second phase. First phase output was a white paper (with 3 use cases) about three weeks ago. Two API submissions to the incubator: vCloud by VMWare, SOP by Fujitsu.
Stavros: any info on the collaboration with Cloud Security Alliance?
Paul: Will look into this and report back in two weeks.

	Cloud Profile use cases: 

Stavros: Brief introduction to a financial domain use case: investment services firm leverages cloud providers both at IaaS (for fabric resources) and PaaS (for market-relevant services) levels to provide SaaS financial services to its customers.
Vivian: in this case symptoms can be notifications to cloud consumers
Jeff: e.g. SaaS provider can switch his own providers in case of outage
Paul: there can be subscriptions to services that emit symptoms when high fluctuations in the market are expected, which can play a role in the cloud management (e.g. allocate more resources for the ensuing high load). This is appealing in that it’s still operational management mostly, but there is a non-IT business defining parts of the catalogue and symptoms.
Jeff: worried about scope. Do we limit it to IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS?
Vivian: various PaaS and SaaS level symptoms (e.g. significant market “swings”) could translate to IaaS relevant symptoms (which is in our scope)
Jeff: many opportunities for negotiation between providers and consumers, e.g. new services, QoS properties for new or existing subscriptions to services, resource management
Paul: are we getting close to DMTF management aspects? do we liaison with them? Probably not, we should focus on the knowledge management aspects of SAF.
Jeff: consumer can select from many providers using symptoms emitted that “advertise” the providers’ services and pricing.
Paul: consumer can then negotiate between classes of providers (e.g. “top choices” class and “secondary choices if cheap” class) using pre-determined syndromes and protocols
Dave: likes the negotiation ideas but we should be careful not to include any domain specific symptoms and make sure we have enough semantics in third-party generated symptoms for SAF to understand.
Jeff: the cloud profile can be abstract, but the use case in it can be specific.

Provisional assignment of responsibilities for investigating interactions of each layer with the adjacent ones: CA to take SaaS, Fujitsu to take PaaS, and IBM to take IaaS.

Paul to broadcast use case template document.

	Adjournment.

	


